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Fig. I The S-matrix.
Once we have a bulk ,S'-rriatri>: we cai) consider the associated problem of "boundariz-

ing" this model [i, 151. A boundary scattering theory is described in the bulk by the same
5-matrix as the bulk model we are studying. In order to have a complete description we
have to introduce the boundary scattering matrix which tells us how particles scatter off
the boundary. This is ibe reflection matrix and is defined by

\At{8)) = R.Ìi&)\Aj{ 1.2.2}

and in a similar fashion as the bulk 5'-ma.trix, is represented graphically as shown in figure
2.

/I
Pig. 2 The Reflection matrix.

The consistency between boundary integrabi'iif.y and bulk integrabiiity is encoded in
the boundary Yang-Baxter equation (BYBE) [16] whicli reads

where #,j — #5 - 02 and 8:2 — &i + <h- The graphic representation of the BYBE is given
iti fi"ure 3.
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Fig. 3 The BYBE

2,1 Supersyminetry Algebra

The superfìcie] sector of the TIM carries a representation of a Ar = 1 supprsynimetry

algebra with topologica! charge, which is given by two siipcrsvnimetry gonerators. Q+

and «5_, and a fermion number operator <^/.. whose eisieiivahies measure if the state is

bosonic (~i) or termionic ( - ! } . The algebrs reads explicitly fl7]

Q+' - Q-'' ~ Po - V; •

(2.4)

and T is the topologica! charge. In our one-particie basis this algebra has the following

rca.lizat.ion:

/ 0 I 0 0

\ 0 0 1 0

The iopological charge T in (2.-1) is givcti by

' 0 c ;" 0 0
c~ia 0 0 0

0 0 0 -fi-' ' r

v 0 0 - e ' * • ' 0 i

T — in cos o

i 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

I 0 0 - J 0 1
\ 0 0 I) -1 /

(2.6)

Notice that, in our notation the Bogornolnyi bound i'7'i < m is saturated whet; 01 =t

0, whereas the topologica! charge vanishes when a ••• it 12. Finally, the action of the

supercharges on multi-particle states is



where Q'±{&) is defined by

= \iQLAhli0ì)..AQLAU^i~!i{Q±AUM^Al)w)---'^!AO^}} • (2.S)

This is a local realization of the A' — I stipersyrnmeiry algebra, that is, the .wpersym-
rnefnc rliarges act 01; particle states, in contrast to the non-local realization used in |7j.

3 Fendley's 5-matrix

in this section we briefly review the •S-rnatrix proposed in [8] io describe the TIM, and

we refer the reader to that paper for a more detailed discussion.

In the two-panicle basis given in section 2. Use S-matrix has the following form

/ aid) -b{t)i
, _ [ 5(0) «(0)
"'•"> " \ 0 0

\ 0 0

0 lì
0 0

d(0) c(0) ! '
-c{0) d{9) j

(3.1)

The scattering theory turns out to be different if the Bogomolnyi bound is saturated

(« — {)) or not {a « 0). In this paper we will refer to these cases simply as saturated

and non-saturated. The S'-tnatrix does not depend explicitly on a, the difference between

the two cases being that in the former the amplitude c(0) does not vanish, whereas in

the lai ter c(0) - 0. This is due to the fact that the ,S'-matrix is determined by local

interactions, while the topologica! charge is a global property of the theory.

Commutai ivity with 'he supercharges implies that the amplitudes in the .S'-niaxrix are

related by

0 -, 0
b{0) — a(0)$\tih — -4- c(0) cosh •• . (3.2)

0
d(0) ~ <i{<?)cosh r

From this expression we sec immediately that this 5-matrix satisfies the free-fermion

condition <i2-}-62 — <r + <f*'. which is extremely important for thermodynamical calculations

[8. 18. 19. 20;. Crossing-symmetry requires a{itr — 0} — a{0) and C(I,T — Ù) — —c{&y. and

from (3.3) one finds bij/n - (?) ~ id{8) and d{i~ - 6) ------ ~ib(Q).

The Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) yields

• = t tauh 0 . (3.4)

•1Notice that the minus sign in the crossing relation for c{0) is related io the fact that
this is an amplitude involving one ferrnion in the in-state.

where t ~ ± i . and one finds

b sinh/)0 d cosh ^
a cosh 9 a' cosh 0

(3.5)

where p = .'3/2 when ( -•• 1 and p — —1/2 when c ~ -\. The- YBE implies also that

scattering amplitudes should be the same when exchanging soHfons <-• antisolitons.

Finally, by solving unitarity it is found for the saturated case

x 7(1 JT^'T'7i~^
where q — 1 + ipi- Notice that ihe formula in [s] differs from {3.fi) by a factor of tanh'•;(•~--+

| ) . The reason for this change is that <i{0) in [8] has a zero in the physical strip, and

therefore should not he taken as the minimal solution. The integral representation for

(3.6) is
, ., _ F rx dì , %sitUtfsirif(ii?r- 0)1 .„ ^

a ^ i ~ < - > i > ] ^ Jo t ''••' r o s h r r f j ' •'*'''

where
2 1 1

sinh ™2 sinh2rr< sinh --

As we have seen, the non-saturated case is obtained by setting c{0) ----- 0. This changes

the unit.arity equation and as a consequence the minima! solution is

The integral representation is given by (3.7) with

h.[i) - -:-f----- . (3.10)

In thè next sections we discuss the boundary scattering associated to this 5-matrix.

Initially we will consider the reflection matrices for supersymmeiry-preserving boundary

interactions and later more general solution?.

4 Supex-symmetry Preserving Reflection Matrices

The introduction of a boundary will, in generai; destroy some of the conserved charges.

In particular we cannot preserve the whole supersymmeiry of die bulk model, the best

we can do being to preserve "half" of supersymtnetry [2lì. In this section we study which

combination of the supercharges can be preserved in the presence of a boundary and the

corresponding reflection matrices.



In the one-particie basis of section 2 we see that aSi possible reflection processes can

be encoded in a 4 x 4 matrix. This reflection matrix can be written in genera] as

*<•>- ? X )
where /?, /?, U and V" are 2 x 2 matrices. Our convention is that rows labei in-stat.es and

columns out-states. Matrices <'i! and R describe topoiogical charge preserving processes,

while U and V describe reflections of soil tons into anfisolitons and vice-versa. Since the

bulk 5-matrix satisfies an adjacency condition we should set U — V = 0. The reflection

matrix has. therefore, block-diagonal form.

R and R can be written quite generally as

R{0) = ( y * ,f | , R{0) ~{ ')t r! ) . (4.2)

Non-diagonal amplitudes in (4.2) correspond to fermion-number changing processes. We
will see later that Ft and R are connected by a simple transformation.

4.1 Boundary Siipersymmetry

We start by assuming that the boundary action'' preserves both integrability and su-
persyrnmetry. As explained in [21. 22] only a linear combination of the supersymmetric
charges can survive in the presence of a boundary, it is easy to see that the only can-
didates are Q± -.-. Q+ i Q... since when squared these are rise only linear combinations
which do not depend on linear momentum. We then require that the reflection matrix
'"commutes" with this new charge, that is

From this equation h. is easy to see that R(6) should be of the form

X
\ ft •'' p(0) COSl

where a+ — a and o~ — a -•- ir, and R±(0) of the form

(4.3)

(4.4)

'-"-' Pi®) cosh(y': — ~) I

For convenience we have denoted by R±{0) the reflection matrix which commute with the

combinations Q±{0) and we will adhere to this convention in the following. It is evident

that R. can be obtained from R by the simple substitution

Q * _*. _ O T : (4.6)

'•We speak of a symbolic action.

as it can also be seen directly from the structure of the supercharges. From now on we

will concentrate only on R.

As a result, we see that the requirement of commutativity {-13) determines the ratios

between the diagonal elements. /?///?*. and between the off-diagonal ones. V — Q/P, and

in addition, it implies a precise relation between the reflection amjiiitudes in the solitonic

and in the ami-solitonic sector. In order to fix the Sast unknown ratio /; ~ (;~">i''2P/ftJ:

we use the BYRF?.. The relevant equation is the one corvcspondiiìg to ÌÌÌÌ -* Ft), and it

reads explicitly

i - > ) ) ^

+ Q{0t)

where v — 6/a, x -- c/o, and y ••- dia. To make the discussion clear 1ft, us treat the

saturated and non-saturated cases separately.

» The Saturated Case {c.(0) £ 0)

We find

(4.9)RJO) ~

where A is a consta:;', (which could be zero, of course).

» The Non-Saturated Cn.se [c.{0) —• 0)

We find

c"T"/UinhO c o s h ( f - f | ) /

The reflection matrices depend explicitly on the topologica! charge, as expected, since the

introduction of a boundary brings global properties into the local description of scattering

theory. All we will have to do Flow is to fix the overall prefactor by requiring unitarity

and boundary crossing-unitarity. We will treat these requirements in the next subsection.

4.2 Uiiitarity and Boundary Crossing-Symmetry

In this section we fix the prefactor Ra{0) in the following way. As customary [lj, we write

Ro{0) ~ 'Zi{0)7:2Ìtì) where Zi{6) solves unitarity and does nothing to boundary crossiag-

unitarity and Zj{0) solves boundary crossing-unitarity and does nothing to unitarity. We

10



restrict ourselves to the minima; solutions, with no poles in the physical strip. In the
following we v.-ìli also give ìntegra) representations for these prefactors, since they are very
useful for thennodynamicai computations.

The unitarity requirement for the reflection matrix is given by JR(0)R( — O) - J, which
in our case implies the following four equations:

IMO)R-X-0) -f P{())Q(-0) = 1 .

niio)P(-o) + p{0)R.{-6) - o,

R:(0)Rf{-6) •>• Q(0)P{-0) = 1 ,

Rr{D)Q{-0) + Q{0}Ri{-0) = 0 .

St turns out that the second and the fourth equation are automatically satisfied by (4.8),
(4.9) and (4.10). whereas the first, and the third equations are non-trivial. Le;, us discuss
the saturated usid non-saturated c;i.ses separately.

» The. Saturala! Case, [extì) :?= 0)

The unitaritv eouation r.an be written as follows:

(4.11)
sinb(/v — (fi) sinh{« 4- q&)

where t h e p a r a m e t e r K is defined by s i n h s — I/A for the '•+•"' combina t ion of

supercharges and cosh ; ; — 1//1 for t h e " - " ' combina t ion . T h e min ima l solutions

are £,((?) = v(x.O) and Z\{0) -• c{x.0)f tanh^ K. respectively, x "— § + ix. T h e

explici t expression of a as an infinite p roduc t of g a m m a funct ions [lj is

n(-J,§4-i0)U(x.-f - i o m i - z , - | -it))

The integra: represenlaiion is given by

I /••>- (if eosh(f +lK)*r
Z\{v) — exp

2 io / c
in iff sin ifi'w - 0) (4.13)

The !ast thing to be cone is to impose boundary crossing-nnitarity and we will
have the complete (minimal) reflection matrix. The boundary crossing-unitarky
was introduco:! in [li. and we should note that their formula (3.35) assumes that
one is dealing with a parity preserving, neutral theory. Since in our case we have
formions, we have to pay attention to possible minus signs and charge conjrigation

phases (we refer the reader to the appendix for a discussion on these issues). The

crossing-unitarity equation turns out to be

K°\v) - $%{2O)K"'l!'{~0) . [4. It)

ana m our case it reaos

Z3< J - 9) = Z^ + 0)^1 ccsh*^ + J icos lnf , ,- q0) , (4.15)

and ;; is the sign of the charge combination in (-l.:j). The minimal solution can be
found by elementary methods and is give» by

(•1.16'!

where

ih{6)= g !If.±^|.i.|^|±.^.|.::L|J x

' ' - ' ~ K r j 2 T • ' ' I . ' " K 4 2 - '

- f+&}
(4.17)

lzl±^l y
) * a*) x

The integral expression for Zi{0) is

ZÌ(0) — exp
1 r^ tit sit; Ot

2 .'o ' cosh ~ cosh 4r* '

where the functions .4(;) iiiiti /i(i) ar<? given bv

sinh ^{ 1 -4- 2r>) .
smb. ~0 sinn —

(4.19)

(4.20)

The prefactor Ra{0) can easily be written ;u>w. This concludes the discussion for
the saturated case.

The. Kon-Satvraterl Cane [citi) == 0)

The unitarity condition is

r
^ ( 0 ) 2 , 1 - * ) = ! c o s h { ^ - - j ' c o s h l ^ - + ~) - / 1 2 s i n b a 0 (4.21)

!2



The solution can be expressed in terms of the function cr(x,0) defined in (4.1'2) with

(i = 1/2 and it. is given by

(4.22)

where the parameter ^, e> are defined by

! cosh JQ*
cosh 2ò - cosh 2f = — - . cosh 2< ĉosh 2f == I -f •-••$— . (4.23;

Finally boundary crossing-symmetry yields the following equation for ZrfO):

Zz{~-- - 0) = Z2(-';-• -r 0)a(20) cosh 0 . (4.24)

whose minimal solution is given by

(••1.25)

This has a simple integral expression which we quote below:

f» dt sin <t?sinh -.' ]

..'o f sinh ?rf cosfo •-,-I
-•> J

Z;{0) (4.26)

The complete minimal sohruon for the prefactor Ra(0} can easily be written now. This

concludes our description of the supersyinmctry preserving boundary reflection matrices.

5 General Reflection Matrices

In the previous section we have computed the reflection amplitudes assuming that the

underlying boundary interaction preserves both integrability and supersymmetry. This

last, requirement simplified computations since the constraint (4.3) severely restricts the

form of fi(&). In order to study the interplay between ituegrability and supersymmetry

in the presence of a boundary71 it is also interesting to invert the logic of the previous

section: one should first require only boundary ititegrability, namely solve the full BYBE.

and then try to understand in what limits, if any. supersyrnrnef.ry can be restored. This is

what we will do in this section. As an initial remark, notice that since the bulk S-matrix

does not change under the substitution solitoli <-> ant't-soiiton, the reflection amplitudes

in the solif.ors sector and in the anti-so5iton .sector will satisfy the same BYBEs. As a

consequence, the functional form of the amplitude ratios are the same in the two sectors,

but. depending on two different sets of free parameters. This means that we can again

sSe<? Ì23, 24] for related discussions in the Lagrangian approach-

13

concentrate only on R(6). Clearly enough, we expect that the two sets of parameters have

to be related somehow, in order to recover boundary supersymmetry, as in (4.6).

Let us look initially at the BYBE corresponding to the factorization of 8/? —> FF

reflection process

l'j ; fi \ f> t it \ o f n \ fy l ; Q, \

This equation has the interesting (and simplifying; feature of being the same whether we

impose that there are non-diagonal processes or not. The simplest solution of (5.1) is

Rf{0)/Rb(0} — cfcl. which is a solution for any v{0). In order to obtain other solutions for

(5.1) we convert, it into a differentia! equation for f(0) = Rf(O)jRi{6):

(5.2)

The solution of (5.2) is

where F{0) = J* dO'v(0)/v{20') and k is at) integration constant. In the uon-sat.urated

case this gives

litio) _«»Mf ' + i) . 4 1

where o' is such that

tanh -~ = -<:2k . (5.5)

In the saturated case the solutions of (5.2) have a.n "unusual" functional form and we

will not treat them in the following. Nonetheless it would be an interesting problem to

analyze their physical, meaning.

The ratio r(Q) = Q(i))iP(0) is fixed by the BYBF.s corresponding to the factorization

of BB -> BB and of BF -> BF:

- r{Ox))y\0vi} (5.6)

(5.7)

These equations imply that r{0) — ±1 in the saturated ease ami r(0) = 7 = constant, in

the non-saturated case. Since the solution of uni tari ty and boundary crossing-unitarity is

closely related to the one in section 3J we will simply quote the results in the following.

14



The Saturate» Case {c{0) 4 0)

The ratio between the diagonal elements, as wet! as t.he ratio between off-diagonal

ones, is fixed to be ± 1 . Troni (4.7Ì we find

11(11) ::: Rg{0)
1 .Asiniiil ±q>)0 \

i'5.8)

where ( is the sign of c{0) in {•.i.-t). '[ he prefactor in this case is easily seen to be the

same as in (-l.il), H ) 9 ) with the substitution q —> q = 1 ± f.p and <?—>•<,'= ! i2 <")?,

respectively. Notice that out of four possible sign combinations, two coincide exactly

with {4.8, (4.9).

Thr Xon-Salurated Case (c{P) = 0)

The ratio of t.he diagonal elements is exactly the same as the boundary supersymmes.ry

preserving one, with an arbitrary parameter a' which is not necessarily related to

the topologica! charge. The solution of |5.t>), (-5.7) fixes the ratio between the off-

diagonal elements of the reflection matrix to be a constant. We set

15.10)

Only whets -v ~ exp(—io/i we recover the supersyminetrie solution, '1 herefore we

can thinlc of 7 as a parameter that "measures" how far we are from a stipersym.fuetry

preserving boundary interaction. To fix P(0) we use (4.7) obtaining P(0) -•-• A sir.h 0.

Finally, the prefactor Ro{0) is fixed to be the same as in (4.22) and (-126) with

oarameters f and <t> defined now by

cosh 2c> - cosh 2f = 7—7 .. cosh 2<!> cosh 2J = i -f -—^75— ( 5 J i )

This coriciiules the analysis of the reflection matrices for the TIM. In the next section we

discuss the possible boundary perturbations connected to these solutions.

8 Boundary Perturbations

One of the main problems in boundary factorized scattering theory is that it is very

difficult, in generai, to relate solutions of the BYT5E to specific boundary perturbati ori ••.

or. in other words, to connect the parameters appearing in the reflection matrices with

the actual boundary coupling constants in a Lagrangian description, if the roodei admits

15

one6. In this section we connect our reflection matrices to specific boundary perturba-

tions, within the formalism of deformed boundary conformai field theory (BCFT; [lì. A

microscopic analysis of conformai boundary conditions for the TIM has been performed in

[13]. where the correspondence with .4^ RSO5 model lias been used, in that formulation

it is difficult to analyze snpcrsymnictric boundary conditions, whereas iti die present case

it is quite naturai.

Let us notice initially rhat in the massie.-* bulk li;r.i; the topologica! charge in the

supersyir.rnetry algebra vanishes [21;, and a,« a consequence we do not expect any difference

between the saturated and non-saturated case from the point of view of deformed CFT .

After this preliminary remark, recali thai :t; ;he bulk our model can be formulated

as the massive deformation of the. XS sector of SM>. by the rei ovati f primarv operator

^(i,3)- fa fact, the chiral NS superfield has two components, the energy operator and

the sub-;eading {vacancy) operator, ^(1.3; ~ ' ^ ' ' ' ' ' ! l e perturbation by 1' preserves

siiporsymmetry and the one b,- c breaks it [2Sj.

A boundary field theory is defined by specifying the conforma! boundary conditions

;'CBCs) and the boundary perturbation. Si is well known (2/i "hat in minima; unitary

(super/Coniormai models the CBOs arc m o;;e-to-or,e correspondence with primary oper-

ators. This means that in the N'S sector of SA4$ . the possible CIK's thai do not break

supcrconforma! invariancc correspond to tiic primary snperfieids 41,'. , •, <uxi f1 ! ; ) i . The

CBCs determine the spec;rum of allowed boundary operators [2S, 27' and it turns out

that in the first case the only boundary operators iluit can appear are the identity 1 and

the irrelevant operator e", whereas in the second c and >:'.

Once we know the boundary operator content of a BCFT we can study which ones

will preserve boundary int.egrahiiify. The argument of \\\ can be rephrased by saying

[21] that a boundary operator preserves intrgrabmty if it is in the same representation of

the relevant, conformai algebra as the bulk perturbation. In our case this meatis that the

perturbation by the boundary superfield 'i>t ; .y. is integrable; furthermore. ' he perturbation

by c breaks supcrsymrnetry while the perturbation by <;' preserves it, as it can easily be

verified to first order in conformai perturbation theory. Let us notice, nriaily. that from

Cardy's analysts [28; {see also [29; j it, turns out that the free boundary conditions do ru.»i

support the boundary operators c and c'. A reasonable proposal is that t.he reflection

matrices we obtained correspond to some sort of fixed boundary conditions perturbed

respectively by the operators c and <:.

'for related discussions in the case of boundary sine-Gordon see [!;, [25^.



7 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have found the exact reflection matrices for the S-matrix proposed by

Fendley to describe the superfield sector of the tricriticai lsing model, where stipersyrnme-

try acts locally. Siipersyrnmetry iixss. almost completely, the structure of boundary scat-

tering and predicts a universal ratio for the amplitudes of bosons and fermions scattering

diagonally off the boundary. More explicitly, the requirement of boundary supersymmetry

alone fixes Rt/Rj, Q/P and establishes the precise relation between R and R.

We also solved the BYRE in genera! aisd we showed that it fixes Ri/Rj, Q/P and

that R and R should have the same functional form. We were able to connect some of

these solutions to the supersymraefry preserving ones.

As a next step it would be interesting to compute correlation functions in this realiza-

tion of the TIM by means of the form-factor approach. A first step in the computation

of supersyrnmetric form-factors has been done in the paper [20].

As a last remark we should mention that a thermodynamics! Bethe ansatz computation

of finite-size effects would be very useful in order to confirm that this description in term of

supersymmetric solitoti doublet, is the correct scattering theory for the massive excitations

of the supersymmetric TIM. In any case the necessity of introducing some CDD factors

does not change ihe structure of our reflection matrices.
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A Appendix

In this appendix we discuss some subtleties in the boundary crossing-unif.arity condition

that arise in models with fermsons. These are well understood; but since we have not

found an explicit discussion in the literature about these issues, we iviil present if. here.

Recall that the crossing symmetry property of the ó'-niairìx can be written as

where Cr.i is the charge conjugation matrix and Cl> is its inverse. From the crossing

properties of our bulk 6'-matrix we find that the only non vanishing elements of the

charge conjugation matrix can be chosen in the following way:

As it is well known [lì, the reflection amplitude R{6) is the analytic continuation of the

amplitude K(9) to the domain imO ~ ~. Refi < 0. In models that are not invariant under

charge conjugation, the appropriare analytic continuation involves the charge conjugation

matrix as follows:

In order to write down the boundary crossing-unitarity equation, without assuming we
are dealing with a. theory invariant under the usual discrete symmetries, we come back
to the argument of Ghoshal-Zamolodc.hikov. The amplitude K*'J{&) at positive real D is
the coefficient of the two-particle contribution in the expansion of the boundary state in
terms of out states.

\B) = [l + r 'lOiC"(O)AJ-O)A,.(0) •••...] !()}.
I JO . . . j

(A.4)

whereas at negative real 0 it. is interpreted as the two-parti de contribution in the in states

basis,

IB) = fl 4- / V d()K'A{-0)A,i0).'U-(>) + ...] jlV). (A.5)
1 Jo ' .! '

The boundary cross-unitarity condition is obtained as a consistency condition of these
two expressions, using the fact that in and out states are related through the 5-m.atrix:

Notice the different ordering of indices with respect to equation (3.35) in [1], where in-

variance under charge conjugation, parity and time reversal were assumed.
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